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PLPA VOLUNTEERS AT WORK
Did you see a pontoon boat going around the
lake, stopping at various locations, and lingering a
while?
Some of those “behind the scenes”
volunteers I spoke about at the annual meeting
have been busy.
Some folks from DES joined four volunteers to
see if Asian Clams had infested Pleasant Lake.
Asian Clams, tiny little creatures about 1/4 the
size of your little fingernail, have been found in
two NH Lakes and in the Merrimack River.
Because of their size, the experts at DES believe
they are much more wide spread that just three
bodies of water in NH. Sampling was done at
about eight locations around the lake. We saw a
large number of the Chinese Mystery Snails but,
fortunately, no Asian Clams.

July 4th Boat Parade
2013
(more photos page 4)
Wonder what the lake level is?
Check out the REAL TIME lake level
data from the link on our website:
www.pleasantlakenh.org
The owner of Just Be Yoga Studio is a member of the PLPA
and is sponsoring this month’s issue.

On the same trip, DES helped us update our Plant
Survey Map. Aquatic plant surveys of Pleasant
Lake were conducted in 1982, 1996, and 2000.
We can now add 2013 to the list. The plant
community is represented by scattered yellow
water lilies, a few species of pondweed, and
various rushes and sedges. Why not make your
summer an educational one? How many aquatic
plant species can you find on Pleasant Lake. Do
you know what the array of invasive species look
like?
Another array of volunteers spent a cold wet
Friday morning taking water samples from each of
the eight brooks that flow into Pleasant Lake.
Can you name the eight brooks? Do you know
where they are?
They also did testing near the deepest point on
the lake. I hope to be able to provide you with
some detail on the results in the near future.
Based on the 2012 data, it appears that we may
have significant storm water runoff issues at three
of the brooks. The report also stated that pH
levels were “lower than desirable and
potentially critical to aquatic life”.
I want to personally thank all of those that stepped
forward and volunteered to help the association in
some way. As you can tell, we have much going on.
We can use all the help we can get.
Tom Brennan, President
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WHY JOIN

CANDACE MORRISON
NH FOREST SERVICE

NEW HAMPSHIRE
LAKES?

Thanks for the great talk at the
Annual Meeting, Candace.
TAKING A BITE OUT OF

There are a lot of reasons to become a member of New
Hampshire Lakes. If you are a member of the PLPA, then joining
the NHLakes is only $35.
NHLakes focuses on the following important issues:
★

education - speaking engagements, articles, Lake Host

INVASIVE SPECIES Program, Lake Conservation Corps Program, Summer Youth

Employment Program & Special projects + many more.
This year many areas of Pleasant Lake have
been inundated with snails. Many have been
found at the boat launch, along both shorelines
and in South Cove. Samples were sent to DES
and they have been confirmed to be Chinese
Mystery Snails.
The mystery snails were probably introduced into
the United States through releases from the
aquarium industry. Also this snail is readily
imported for Asian food markets. Who knows
how they got into Pleasant Lake. Did someone
dump their aquarium in the water?
RISKS/IMPACTS: Chinese mystery snails can
serve as vectors for the transmission of parasites
and diseases. Some of the parasites and
diseases that the Chinese mystery snail has
been known to play host to, can infect humans.
Sadly, they naturally compete with our native
snails for food and space.

★ advocacy - working with legislature for bills that advocate
appropriate public access, balanced use, improved safety,
improved water quality, prevention of exotic invasive species,
shoreland and watershed protection and wildlife and habitat
protection.
WHAT DO THEY DO FOR PLEASANT LAKE?
Specifically - LAKE HOST PROGRAM.

We could NOT have a Lake Host program without NHLakes.
They provide everything from the t-shirts to all the printed material
that the host program passes out to educate boaters. (We could
never afford that!) Plus they provide training sessions for the
Lake Hosts.
Our association receives grant money from
NHLakes to help with the wages the paid Lake Hosts
receive....but this year’s grant only covers 30% of our cost.
NHLakes also processes all our data from the Lake Hosts, and
they provide payroll services & insurance.

CONTROL: Remove the snails from the lake
and make sure they cannot return. One Lake So please join NH Lakes so that we can continue our
Host has disposed of over 100 at the boat
Lake Host Program.
launch.
Or you could cook them. Check out
www.invasivore.org for recipes! The first recipe is
a simple one: Fettuccine coated in butter, garlic
and dotted by chewy morsels of Chinese mystery
snail.
Staunch the spread of invasive species using
knives, forks and some creativity in the
kitchen. Bon Appetit!

NO NH LAKE HAS BEEN INFESTED BY EXOTIC
INVASIVE SPECIES WHEN THE LAKE HAS HAD AN
ACTIVE LAKE HOST PROGRAM, VLAP TESTING AND
WEED WATCHER PROGRAM!
(PLPA does all those things.)
NHLakes just released (7/16) the latest state data in 2013 on invasive
weed “saves” (weeds pulled off entering boats) - 79 SAVES and 7 OF

THOSE coming from waterbodies NOT containing nuisance species!
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LAKE HOST UPDATE

VLAP WATER TESTING UPDATE

The Paid and Volunteer Lake Hosts have been
busy at the Fish & Game Boat Ramp inspecting
boats for weeds & animals.

June 28th three residents & an intern from DES
took samples from 10 inlets of water coming into
Pleasant Lake. Test results are forth coming.
At the 62’ area of Pleasant Lake a disc measured
visibility at 5-6 meters. Down from last year’s 7
meters. The lower clarity could be from the rain
causing the murky waters.

MAY & JUNE - 772 Boat Inspections
JULY - 256 Boat Inspections (thus far)
TOTAL BOATS = 1028 (& August is coming)

STOP RAKING LEAVES INTO THE LAKE.... for your own good!

Leaves and grass clippings naturally contain nutrients such as phosphorus and

nitrogen. If leaves and grass are raked or blown into the lake, they will contribute
to plant growth and leeches. Leeches are most commonly found in shallow areas of

lakes among plants, under rocks, sticks, logs, and attached to decaying leaves.
So instead of raking them in the lake: Compost. Use leaves as mulch. Mow leaves.
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JOIN THE PLPA TODAY!

Pleasant Lake Preservation
Association
Attn: Treasurer
PO Box 53
Deerfield, NH 03037

Ledges District (#126-145
Holly Martin - 463-7496
ghhmartin@metrocast.net

Please include your name, street,

city, state, and zip. Phone
number and email address are
useful but optional.
The $25.00 membership fee
covers the entire household.

The PLPA is a 501 (C) (3)
and contributions are tax
deductible.

Lake Host Program
Holly Martin - 463-7496
ghhmartin@metrocast.net
Pleasant Ponderings
Linda Brennan - 463-5664
lkbrennan1213@gmail.com

SPONSOR A PONDERINGS
FOR $75 YOU CAN MAKE A
GIFT TO THE PLPA IN MEMORY
OF SOMEONE, IN
CELEBRATION OF AN EVENT
OR TO ADVERTISE YOUR
BUSINESS.
SEND YOUR DONATION TO THE
PLPA TREASURER or contact

lkbrennan@metrocast.net

2013 Boat Parade
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